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Abstract - This paper proposes the recognition of numbers and letters from the Assembly Sign Language. Numeric and character identification is the backbone of this proposed and enhanced efficient system. Convolution with the combination of threshold image, contours and defects in the sequential order caters the need of the project. This work has a real time ASL converter which converts hand gestures(numbers and letters) into text and makes it available for the user to cater the information as per needs. With the help of PYGLET tools and Google Text to Speech, numbers are transferred into voice notation i:e Text To Speech. This algorithm processes numeric to voice.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over 5% of the world population or 466 million people, have disabling hearing loss disorder and there are about thousands of people who can’t speak. The language used by them to communicate with other people is Assembly Sign Language (ASL)[4]. To communicate with others, these people usually need a person along and to solve this problem we propose a real time ASL translator that is user friendly as well as efficient.

In this paper a way is suggested to convert ASL into human understandable language so that deaf and dumb[10] people can come at an equal platform with the regular people and they do not feel disadvantaged and can put their words forward. The work is made using python on JUPYTER and uses Open CV library. OpenCV uses visually based interfaces. An image is just a matrix of scalar and vector quantity and various OPENCV has features which are used to perform various operations and hence convert the hand images and show the required results. The algorithm used in this work involves finding contours, convex hull and locating convexity defects and thus identifying the number or the letter and further converting text into speech using PYGLET and GTTS[3]. Figure 1 depicts how this paper functions.

1.1 PROGRAM ALGORITHM

The Algorithm used has several steps involved which begins from taking input through a webcam at around 20-25 frames per second. Figure 2 depicts the algorithm. The live image is captured using a camera, Live feed in real time[1] (hand gesture). From the captured image a frame captures the hand image and the rest of the background is cropped. We apply Gaussian Blur[2], on the image that is inside the frame which is blurred. The image is blurred in order to filter the background noise which is done through morphological technique. The image is further converted from BGR scheme to HSV scheme i:e “Hue saturation value”.

If in case, during the capturing of the frame, there is any error including that of capturing extra frames. Dilation and erosion have been used to filter out the image which help us to capture a true image. Below we have depicted the proposed work for the paper which gives a high efficiency.
After these initial steps of image processing a threshold image is formed which is our main purpose. Threshold image gives us a clear idea about the contours projections. Figure 3 shows Threshold Image.

The hand is identified using contours which is an inbuilt function provided by OPENCV. It returns an array of coordinates of the contour formed. The contour is converted into a polygon which is called the hull that helps to detect the hand gesture. After processing the image data & analysing the frames using a convex hull.

We find defects from each frame of image which help us to detect the Hand Recognition. Based on the number of contours we find out the defects which we marked as points as red dots, they help us to recognize the gesture.

Cosine rule is used to locate these dots. A, B and C angles are calculated using these formulas. Suppose the angle A is greater than 90 degree. Then the count_defects is not incremented, i.e convexity defects are neglected, and if the angle is less than or equal to 90 degree, convexity defects increase by 1. This algorithm helps us find the number of convexity defects which can be further altered as per our needs.

\[
\begin{align*}
\cos A &= \frac{b^2 + c^2 - a^2}{2bc} \\
\cos B &= \frac{a^2 + c^2 - b^2}{2ac} \\
\cos C &= \frac{a^2 + b^2 - c^2}{2ab}
\end{align*}
\]

## count_defects=0;
if(angle<=90)
{
    count_defects=count_defects+1;
}

##
if(count_defects==0)
    { cout<<"Digit is one"; }
if(count_defects==1)
    { cout<<"Digit is two"; }
if(count_defects==2)
    { cout<<"Digit is three"; }
if(count_defects==3)
    { cout<<"Digit is four"; }
if(count_defects==4)
    { cout<<"Digit is five"; }

Defects will count the numeric digit as we are trying to figure out the through our fingers, which is the aim of Assembly Sign Language, we can initialize the count_defects as per our need to ensure the required results, pre defined count_defects in the system will also enable us to use secretive symbol for alternate purpose. After obtaining the required results we display the stored image on the screen itself, which is stored in the system previously as the location of contours. Each symbol is stored in a database with XML extension[6]. Figure 3 depicts the research work.

2. TEXT TO SPEECH

We have displayed the desired output now another task is to convert it into audio to make this research work more compatible for the user or client whoever needs it.
PYGLET with the combination of GTTS[3] libraries in python takes care of the conversion process with the presence of audio drivers, pip install GTTS and pip install PYGLET are the two commands for installing GTTS and PYGLET respectively on 10th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor. Software requirement for speech output varies from operating system to operating system some are mentioned below.

Windows-Directx. Linux-OpenAI. MacOS-OpenAI.

Input at this moment is classified text and output is audio from which it can be transformed as per requirements of the user or client[5]. PYGLET and GTTS supports various formats as voice output MP3, AU, MP3, WAV and many more. After identifying the particular sentence. Shell script is done for the formation of the voice output. Text which was stored in XML[5] files previously were directed towards voice transformation with the help of GTTS and PYGLET.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the proposed approach we maintained the records for all prerecorded numbers 1-10 via each fingers, with the help of defects recorded and while testing it for 20 frames, after analyzing the confusion matrix[5] we have the results of this proposed approach for Assembly Sign Language, with the success rate of 99.1%, this model accurately identified the expression provided to the web camera as an input source and analyze it at approx 20-25 frames per second on 10th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor. Descriptive results are mentioned on Table 1 below.

![Fig-5: Desired Output](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our research work which is presented on this paper, which presents a suitable platform and approach for identification of numeric in Assembly Sign Language with the help of OPENCV library, many mathematical formulas and identified patterns using contours, convex hull, defects and threshold image, taking live feed from the hardware at around 20-25 frames per second. Later on with the support of GTTS and PYGLET input text classifier is converted in audio for a better presentation of results with a quite acceptable efficiency of about 99.1%.
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